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The congregation’s Officer Nominating Committee met, prayed and
sought the Holy Spirit’s guidance in seeking those persons to be
nominated as elder and deacon. The Committee consists of Tommy
Melton, elder chairperson; Jill Norment, elder vice chair; Pat Howard,
deacon; Chelsie Hoffman, youth; Ben Boaz and Monte Coffey, at-large;
and Rev. Rob Hinman (member by office and without vote). The
committee places in nomination the following:
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As Elder in the Session Class of 2021
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Becky Bast
John Bowen
Max Dyer
Tate McKee
Barry Spicer
As Deacon in the Diaconate Class of 2021
LeNora Chase
Debbie DeBaeremaeker
Tericia Eller
Annette Mayne
Em Williams
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The committee also believes that a smaller session will serve the needs
of the congregation well while better reflecting the size of our
congregation and pool of elders. It recommends to the congregation:
That the congregation elect 5 elders and 5 deacons for the class of
2021, but only 4 elders beginning with the election of the class of
2022, and continuing with all Session classes thereafter, thus
reducing by the class of 2024 the Session to 13 members (12 elders
and pastor) while maintaining the Diaconate at 15 members.
The Session has unanimously concurred with this recommendation.
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The session has called a meeting of the congregation for Sunday,
October 7, at 10:50 a.m. in the Sanctuary to hear and act upon the
report of the Officer Nominating Committee.
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